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The Experience Premium
We assess the role of supply, through the demographic changes of
the workforce, in accounting for the large changes in the return to
labor market experience over time. Using the PSID (1968-2007), we
find that the movement of the return to experience is almost
perfectly explained by demographic changes alone, with no role
attributable to demand shifts. Moreover, these demographic changes
account for the differential dynamics of the age premium across
education groups emphasized by Katz and Murphy (1992), and
account for the differential movements of the college premium across
age groups emphasized by Card and Lemieux (2001). Thus, our
analysis attributes a key role to demographic change in shaping
several empirical regularities that are a focus of active research in
macro and labor economics.
Keywords: Experience Premium, Return to Experience, Experience-labor
Complementarity, Wage Dispersion, Consistent Aggregation
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Introduction

We assess the role of supply, through the demographic changes of the workforce, in accounting
for the changes in the return to labor market experience over time. Using the PSID (19682007), we …nd that the movement of the return to experience is almost perfectly explained
by demographic changes alone, with no role attributable to demand shifts. Moreover, these
demographic changes account for the di¤erential dynamics of the age premium across schooling
groups emphasized by Katz and Murphy (1992), and account for the di¤erential movements of
the college premium across age groups emphasized by Card and Lemieux (2001). Thus, our
analysis attributes a key role to demographic change in shaping several empirical regularities
that are a focus of active research in macro and labor economics.
To investigate the role of the relative supply of experience on its relative price, we follow
the literature in partitioning the labor services of the aggregate economy into an experience
component and non-experience component, which we refer to simply as “experience” and “labor”. An inverse correlation between the relative price of experience to labor, the “experience
premium”, and the relative supply of aggregate experience to aggregate labor is captured by
an aggregate technology featuring complementarity between these inputs.
We implement our analysis by decomposing individual wages into a labor component and
experience component, using a version of the classic Mincer wage equation. The experience
premium is identi…ed by the time varying coe¢ cient on experience, and we control for other
productive characteristics to (i) …lter out other sources of wages dynamics and (ii) capture
individual di¤erences in e¤ective supplies of labor and experience. Following the wage equation
literature, we allow characteristics (years of schooling, sex, race, region) to enter the log wage
regression as additive terms with time varying coe¢ cients. We use the PSID, where we can
directly measure actual work experience, which enables us to separately identify the e¤ects
of age and work experience on wages. Actual work experience a¤ects the individual supply
of the experience component only, but age can a¤ect the e¤ective supply of both labor and
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experience.1 Following the wage equation literature, we allow for the associated age-earnings
pro…les to vary across gender and schooling groups.
The speci…cation of the wage equation is designed to obtain a good …t to individual level
wages. It places no restriction whatsoever on whether the experience premium is driven by the
supply of experience relative to labor or the demand for experience relative to labor. Nevertheless, we …nd that our empirical approach reveals a correlation between the experience premium
and aggregate supply of experience relative to labor of

0:95 over our forty year sample pe-

riod. We …nd no role for the demand shifts in accounting for the dynamics of the experience
premium.2
A feature of our analysis is the di¤erence between experience premium and age premium
(the relative wage of old to young workers). For any demographic subgroup, the wage response
to a change in the experience premium is determined by the share of wages sourced from
experience. Thus, when old workers have a larger share of wages sourced from experience than
young workers, the age premium responds positively to the experience premium. However, this
response can be small if the share of wages sourced from experience does not change much with
age. This can occur as the e¤ective supply of experience is rising in age if the e¤ective supply of
labor is also rising in age. We show how this insight can reconcile an economy-wide movement
in the experience premium with the di¤erential movements in the age premium across schooling
groups documented by Katz and Murphy (1992).
There is an important corollary to this …nding. Card and Lemieux (2001) show that
the college premium rose sharply after 1973 for young workers while it remained more or
less constant for old workers over their sample period (1959-1995). Thus, the relative college
premium fell for old workers. Since the ratio of the age premium between college and non1

This distinction is not possible using the typical potential experience measure (age minus years of education
minus six) as it is perfectly correlated with age within schooling groups. We …nd that the correlation between
actual and potential experience in the PSID is su¢ ciently low to allow us to separately identify the e¤ects of
age and actual experience on earnings.
2
Katz and Murphy’s analysis (for their shorter sample period 1963-1987) delivers a correlation between
their wage ratio and relative supplies of 0:6 to 0:8; which leaves considerable room for other demand based
explanations for the return to experience as they discuss. Using their data, including a linear demand trend
makes the role of supply insignifcant. Weinberg (2005) also emphasizes the role of demand e¤ects.
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college workers is mathematically equivalent to the ratio of the college premium between old
and young workers, this …nding is a dual of the …nding in Katz and Murphy (1992) that the
relative age premium fell for college workers over their sample period (1963-1987). Thus, the
fact that we match the evolution of the age premium across schooling groups implies that we
also quantitatively account for the di¤erential movement of the college premium across age
groups.3
Our investigation is based on the seminal analysis of the role of supply in a¤ecting the
return to experience in Katz and Murphy (1992).4 The empirical strategy is however di¤erent.
Working with wage ratios between demographic subgroups (de…ned on potential experiencegender-schooling cells), Katz and Murphy (1992) implement their analysis by assuming “pure
young”workers (1-5 years of potential experience) exclusively supply the labor input, and “pure
old”workers (26-35 years of potential experience) exclusively supply the experience input, such
that their wage ratio is equal to the experience premium.5
Our alternative approach of decomposing individual wages into a labor component and
experience component, means that we can identify the experience premium from regression
coe¢ cients, and avoid having to assume that certain subgroups exclusively supply either labor
or experience. Thus, we do not have to take a stand on which particular cohort pairs exclusively
supply those inputs. Our approach also provides a natural way to control for exogenous changes
to the returns of other productive attributes (schooling, gender, race etc.) when constructing
the experience premium and supplies of experience and labor.6
3

As in Card and Lemieux (2001), we do not explain the changes in the economy-wide college premium which
are treated as exogenous, and are the subject of debate. Krusell et al. (2000) show that an aggregate production
function featuring complementarity between capital and schooling (capital-skill complementarity) may explain
these movements.
4
Their section IV.B.
5
In Katz and Murphy (1992), workers in other potential experience groups supply a bundle of labor and
experience where the e¤ective supplies are identi…ed by a regression of their wage on the wages of the pure
young and pure old. The regression coe¢ cients map out e¢ ciency schedules which dictate how e¤ective supplies
of labor and experience vary with the potential experience measure.
6
Katz and Murphy (1992) construct wages for a potential experience group by adding up the wages of each
relevant subgroup using the …xed weights given by their average employment shares. This procedure controls
for changes in composition of other attributes, however, it cannot …lter out the e¤ects of changing returns to
other attributes. For instance, changes in the college premium will di¤erentially a¤ect the wages of pure young
and pure old workers, and this will bias the estimates of the experience premium. Similarly, the labor and
experience supplies are aggregated using …xed e¢ ciency weights, whereas changes in the college premium etc.
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In Katz and Murphy (1992), the age premium coincides with the experience premium
because the old and young exclusively supply experience and labor respectively. This is also
true regardless of schooling group, whereas they document that the age premium rose much
more for non-college workers than for college workers over their sample period (1963-1987). This
leads them to emphasize the role of demand e¤ects in favor of the experience of non-college
workers. In contrast, we …nd no role for such demand e¤ects in favor of non-college workers.
In their paper, Katz and Murphy (1992) also consider an alternative model to evaluate
the role of supply in determining the return to schooling.7 Card and Lemieux (2001) famously
extend that model to evaluate the role of supply in explaining the fall in the relative college
premium of old workers. Our analysis o¤ers a new perspective on the patterns Card and
Lemieux (2001) documented, based on changes in the experience premium and age premium
which we show are explained by the aggregate stock of experience relative to labor.8
Our paper is related to the literature of looking at the e¤ects of cohort size on relative
cohort earnings. Freeman (1979), Welch (1979) and Berger (1985) provided early empirical
evidence that larger cohorts su¤er depressed earnings upon entry into the labor market. More
recent evidence is summarized in Wasmer (2001a, 2001b) and Triest, Sapozhnikov and Sass
(2006). We do not think of di¤erent cohorts as distinct labor inputs, but …nd that workers who
are separated more in age will appear to complement each other because of their compositional
di¤erence in terms of experience and labor.9 Jeong and Kim (2006) consider the role of supply
in a¤ecting the return to experience in a dual sector model of transition for Thailand. In this
context, they show that sector speci…c experience can be a source of slowing down transition
into modern, productive activities in developing economies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the model outlining
how workers provide the two inputs, experience and labor. The associated wage equation is
should be re‡ected in the measurement of e¤ective supplies.
7
See their section IV.A.
8
Card and Lemieux (2001) do not explain the return to experience or age permium. We discuss further
comparisons in the text in Section 5.
9
In Appendix B, we discuss the implications for complementarity across cohorts implied by our aggregate
technology.
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estimated and we document the correlation between the experience premium and aggregate
supply of experience relative to labor. Section 3 discusses and estimates the full model with
an aggregate technology featuring complementarity between aggregate stocks of experience
and labor. Section 4 discusses the decomposition of the rate of return to experience into
the experience premium and workforce composition component. Section 5 discusses the age
premium across schooling groups and the college premium across age groups. In Section 6, we
apply the model to a di¤erent dimension of the data, namely the cross section variation across
US states using census data. The last section concludes.

2

Individual earnings equation

We decompose individual earnings yit into an experience component or “experience”, and nonexperience component which we label “labor”. Given the individual e¤ective supplies of labor
and experience inputs ^lit ; e^it

and market price of each input (RLt ; REt ) individual earnings

are given by

h
RLt ^lit +

yit = RLt ^lit + REt e^it

(1)

i
e
^
Et it ;

We label the relative price of experience to labor the experience premium

REt
;
RLt

Et

and

investigate its relationship with the e¤ective aggregate supplies of labor and experience given
P ^
P
l
;
and
E
=
^it : In particular, we investigate the relationship between the
by Lt =
it
t
ie
i

experience premium

Et ;

and the relative aggregate supply of experience to labor

Et
:
Lt

What remains to be speci…ed is how we measure the e¤ective units of labor and experience
^lit ; e^it ; given the observable individual characteristics (age, years of experience, hours, years
of schooling, gender, race, region etc.). At this stage, the only constraint we face is that the
observed characteristic, years of experience eit ; should condition the e¤ective units of experience
e^it only. Moreover, the level of detail we apply to these speci…cations is independent of the issue
of whether our investigation of

Et
Et ; Lt

will or will not reveal a relationship. This is because

the count of hours of work in various demographic subcategories (de…ned on the observable
5

characteristics) a¤ects the measurement of Lt ; Et ; but does necessarily a¤ect the measurement
of

2.1

Et :

Individual experience and labor supplies

Our objective is to allow a speci…cation such that the mapping from the individual characteristics to wages picks up the …rst order features of wage di¤erentials as documented by the vast
existing labor literature.
First, following Mincer (1974), we model a subset of productive characteristics, years of
schooling, gender, race, region summarized by the vector zit ; as a¤ecting log earnings in an
additive manner (i.e. they scale the supply of labor and experience). This captures a feature
that age earnings pro…les for workers di¤erentiated by these dimensions look parallel to one
another. Over time, we allow the economy-wide coe¢ cients on these variables to vary to capture
the exogenous changes in returns to these characteristics. The movements of these coe¢ cients
(return to years of schooling, gender gap etc.) have been substantial as documented in earlier
studies. We also assume log hours hit , a¤ect log earnings additively to capture the idea that the
bundle of worker inputs supplied increases in hours of labor supply. This implies that earnings
equations can be converted to wage equations after dividing earnings by hours hit .
Second, it is well known that earnings are concave in age or potential experience (age minus
years of schooling minus six). Due to the problem of multi-colinearity, log earnings are typically
expressed as a second order polynomial function of potential experience only. A major bene…t
of using the PSID is that we can measure actual experience, which allows us to (i) distinguish
between age and experience e¤ects, and (ii) reduce the measurement error associated with
the use of the potential experience measure.10 Workers accumulate one unit of experience (or
learning-by-doing skill) when they work more than a critical level of hours of work h. That is,
the stock of experience eit , of a jit -year-old worker is given by
(2)

eit =

jit
X

1(hi;t

k

> h) ;

k=0

10

We …nd the correlation between actual experience and potential experience is not very high, allowing us to
avoid the problems associated with multi-colinearity.
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where hk denotes the hours of work at date t
which is one if (hi;t

k

k, and 1(hi;t

k

> h) is an indicator function

> h) and zero otherwise.

Since our focus is the decomposition of earnings into that coming from experience and
labor, an issue which needs to be addressed is whether the source of the concave earnings
pro…le is coming from age or experience, or indeed an interaction between both. We allow for
the various possible outcomes by specifying the individual e¤ective supply of labor as a function
of age (through “e¢ ciency schedule”

L (jit ));

and the individual e¤ective supply of experience

as the product of a function of age (through “e¢ ciency schedule”

E (jit ))

and a function of

actual experience g (eit ) (where g (0) = 0; g 0 (eit ) > 0):
Third, following Lemieux (2003) and Heckman, Lochner and Todd (2005) among others,
we explicitly allow for the possibility that the relationship between wages and age or experience
can di¤er by schooling groups, beyond that speci…ed by Mincer (1974). These studies point
out that age/experience earnings pro…les for workers of di¤erent schooling groups are no longer
parallel to one another, implying the concavity of age/experience earnings pro…les are speci…c
to a schooling group.
In our test of various speci…cations, we …nd that the dependence on earnings on experience
is typically close to linear (i.e. g (eit ) is close to a linear speci…cation); implying the concavity
of earnings is arising due to age jit . Thus, to capture the di¤erence in pro…les across schooling
groups, we allow the age e¢ ciency schedules for labor

L (jit )

and experience

E (jit )

respectively

to di¤er across schooling groups sit 2 fHS; Cg ; where HS denotes a “high school” education
group with years of schooling less than or equal to 12, and C denotes a “college” education
group with years of schooling beyond 12.
Fourth, following the labor literature, we allow for the age e¢ ciency schedules to vary across
gender groups xit 2 fM; F g; where M denotes the male group and F denotes the female group:
Let

L (jit ; sit ; xit )

and

E (jit ; sit ; xit )

denote the resulting age e¢ ciency schedules for labor and

experience which vary by the two schooling groups and two gender groups.
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The individual e¤ective supplies of labor and experience ^lit ; e^it are then given by
(3)

^lit =

L (jit ; sit ; xit )zit hit ;

(4)

e^it =

E (jit ; sit ; xit )g

(eit ) zit hit :

It is convenient to de…ne the relative e¢ ciency schedule of experience as the ratio of the e¢ ciency
schedule of experience to that of labor

E=L (jit ; sit ; xit )

E (jit ;sit ;xit )
L (jit ;sit ;xit )

:

Given (3) and (4), the resulting log wage equation from (1) is
(5)

ln wit = ln

yit
hit

= ln RLt + ln

L

(jit ; sit ; xit ) + ln 1 +

Et E=L

(jit ; sit ; xit ) g (eit ) + ln zit :

An individual’s e¤ective level of experience g (eit ) a¤ects his or her wages through an aggregate
component

Et ;

and individual component

perience premium

Et

E=L

(jit ; sit ; xit ) : Note that we distinguish the ex-

from the “rate of return to experience,” which we will de…ne below in

Equation (22) as an appropriately evaluated derivative of the log wage with respect to measured
years of experience. This distinction is useful because the experience premium depends only on
aggregate state variables in the market, not on individual worker characteristics, while the rate
of return to experience may depend on individual characteristics via

E=L

(jit ; sit ; xit ) and eit .

The supplies of e¤ective aggregate labor and experience are given by

(6)

Lt =

X

L (jit ; sit ; xit )zit hit ;

i

(7)

Et =

X

E (jit ; sit ; xit )g

(eit ) zit hit :

i

To investigate the role of supply in determining the returns to experience, we seek to document
a relationship between the experience premium

Et

and the ratio

Et
Lt

constructed using these

equations.

2.2

Estimation of individual earnings

In our benchmark estimation, we use the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) data over
the 1968-2007 period covering four decades. See Appendix A for the details of our sample
8

selection and the construction of the variables. A contribution of our analysis is to construct
measures of actual work experience, utilizing the panel structure of the PSID (the procedure
is described in Appendix A). It is typical in the literature to proxy the work experience with
potential work experience, de…ned as age minus years of schooling minus six. By construction,
once years of schooling are controlled for, that experience measure can capture only the e¤ects
of age on the return to experience. Using actual experience, however, we are able to separate
out the e¤ects of age and experience.
Having no a priori knowledge on the functional form for the e¢ ciency schedules
and

E (jit ; sit ; xit ),

L (jit ; sit ; xit )

we approximate each of them by an exponential function of a second-degree

polynomial11
(sit ; xit ) jit2 );

(8)

L (jit ; sit ; xit )

= exp(

L;0

(sit ; xit ) +

L;1

(sit ; xit ) jit +

L;2

(9)

E (jit ; sit ; xit )

= exp(

E;0

(sit ; xit ) +

E;1

(sit ; xit ) jit +

E;2

(sit ; xit ) jit2 );

for each schooling group s. This implies that the relative e¢ ciency schedule of experience is
given by
(10)
where
E;2

E=L (jit ; sit ; xit )

= exp(

E=L;0

(s; x) =

(s; x)

L;0

E=L;0

(s; x)

L;2

E;0

(sit ; xit ) +

(s; x) ;

E=L;1

E=L;1

(sit ; xit ) jit +

(s; x) =

E;1

(s; x)

(s; x) : Without loss of generality, we normalize

L;0

E=L;2

L;1

(sit ; xit ) jit2 );

(s; x) ; and

(s; x) =

E;0

E=L;2

(s; x) =

(s; x) = 0 for

the low education (s = HS) group.
Again with no a priori knowledge, we assume that e¤ective experience schedule is a quartic
function of measured experience eit
(11)

g (eit ) = eit +

2
1 eit

+

3
2 eit

+

4
3 eit :

The individual productivity variable ln zit is determined by the vector

it

of the observable

characteristics, including years of schooling, sex, race and geographic region such that
(12)

ln zit =

11

t it :

We experimented using higher order polynomials but found the coe¢ cients on higher order terms to be
insigni…cant.
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Substituting these expressions into equation (5), and substituting ln RLt by a time dummy
Dt we obtain the log wage equation to be estimated
(13)
ln wit = Dt + (

L;0

+ ln 1 +
+
where

it

t it

+

(sit ; xit ) +
Et

exp

L;1

(sit ; xit ) jit +

L;2

(sit ; xit ) jit2 )

(sit ; xit )
+ E=L;1 (sit ; xit ) jit + E=L;2 (sit ; xit ) jit2
E=L;0

eit + 1 e2it
+ 2 e3it + 3 e4it

it ;

represents a measurement error. This estimation will be referred to as the …rst stage

estimation in our discussion.
We obtain the estimates of parameters of the e¢ ciency schedules bL (j; s; x), bE=L (j; s; x)

b t and experience premium
and gb (e) ; and the estimates of the time-varying coe¢ cients (b t , D
b Et ). The estimates of the bL (j; s; x) and bE=L (j; s; x) parameters imply the estimate of

bE (j; s; x) parameters such that bE (j; s; x) = bE=L (j; s; x)bL (j; s; x): These estimates in turn

bt and E
bt at each
allow us to construct the estimated aggregate labor and experience inputs L

date t from (6) and (7).

2.3

Results

We obtain estimates of the parameters applying a nonlinear least-squares method to the logwage equation (13). The estimates of these coe¢ cients and their standard errors are reported
in Appendix Tables A.1 and A.2.

bt
E
bt
L

The series of the experience premium b Et and the implied aggregate experience-labor ratio

from the estimation are plotted in Figure 1. There is a substantial movement of the premium,

which increases with an average growth rate of 5:1% per year between 1968-1988 and falls
thereafter back to its level in 1979 by 2007. The estimated experience-labor ratio over the same
period displays a clear negative co-movement with the experience premium, rising back to its
1979 level by 2007. The correlation coe¢ cient between the log experience premium and log of
the experience-labor ratio is remarkably high at

0:95. This is a key …nding of this paper which

leads us to write down an aggregate technology featuring complementarity between aggregate
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experience and labor in the next section.12
[FIGURE 1 HERE]
Figure 2 and Figure 3 plot the estimated the male e¢ ciency schedules of experience and
labor by age for each schooling group. For labor, the male e¢ ciency schedule

L (jit ; sit ; M )

is initially increasing in age for all ages for both schooling groups; hence, the e¤ective units
of labor increase over the life cycle. The increase is much larger for the high-education group
(workers with more than 12 years of schooling) than the low-education group (workers with up
to 12 years of schooling). For both education groups they are hump-shaped, peaking at age 50
for the high-education college group and age 45 for the low–education high school group.
[FIGURE 2 HERE]
[FIGURE 3 HERE]
In contrast, the male estimated e¢ ciency schedule for experience

E (jit ; sit ; M )

is monoton-

ically decreasing and below unity over the entire age range as shown in Figure 2. Thus, there
is a substantial bene…t from accumulating experience early in life, and this bene…t is larger
for the high-education workers, since their stock of experience depreciates at a faster rate than
that of the low-education workers.13 These observations imply that the relative male e¢ ciency
schedule

E=L (jit ; sit )

is falling in age and is lower for the college schooling group at each age

level.14
Meanwhile, we …nd that the dependence on earnings on experience g (eit ) is typically close to
linear (although midly concave) under several alternative speci…cations, implying the concavity
12

The high correlation is the result of careful measurement of e¤ective units of inputs, and when we follow a
coarser speci…cation of inputs the correlation drops. For example, a speci…cation where we drop the e¢ ciency
schedules L (jit ; sit ; xit ) and E (jit ; sit ; xit ) altogether, and assume g (eit ) = eit is linear, would modify the log
wage equation to be estimated as, ln wit = ln Dt + ln [1 + Et eit ] + t it + it : The resulting correlation between
bt
0:32:
log b Et and log E
b t is then only
L
13
Note that the e¤ective supply of experience is the product of the experience e¢ eincy schedule and years of
experience, such that for a typical worker the e¤ective supply of experience will increase with their age.
14
These features of the e¢ ciency schedules are present for the female E (jit ; sit ; F ); E (jit ; sit ; F ) as shown
in Appendix Figure A.1. Thus, while there some levels di¤erences by gender, the key features of age e¢ ciency
schedules across schooling groups and labor versus experience holds across gender types.
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of earnings is arising mostly due to age.15 These e¢ ciency schedules together with the estimated
productivity term zbit = exp (b t

it )

are re‡ected in calculating the aggregate stocks of labor and

experience as in equations (6) and (7).

3

Aggregate technology

We consider an aggregate production function that maps the aggregate stock of labor Lt and
the aggregate stock of experience Et into aggregate earnings Yt such that
(14)

Yt = At G (Lt ; Et ) ;

where G is a constant-returns-to-scale function and At represents the exogenous aggregate
productivity of the composite input of experience and labor. We assume G is continuous and
di¤erentiable in its arguments, and the Euler theorem implies Yt = At (GLt Lt + GEt Et ) ; where
GEt =

@G
@Et

and GLt =

@G
@Lt

will be referred to as marginal products of experience and labor (net

of the productivity At ), respectively.
Competitive …rms can bundle workers to maintain the desired experience to labor ratio as
in Heckman and Scheinkman (1987). This implies that prices of the two services provided by
workers are competitively determined in the market. The assumption of perfect competition
determines the prices of experience and labor such that
(15)

RLt = At GLt ;

(16)

REt = At GEt :

Then, the experience premium
labor

Et
,
Lt

Et

=

GEt
;
GLt

is falling in the ratio of aggregate experience to

as long as GEt Lt > 0: that is, as long as experience and labor are complements.

Summing the individual earnings equation in (1) given (3) and (4) over individuals i at a
15

We found that imposing a linear speci…cation (g (eit ) = eit ) does not alter any of the results of this paper
in a signi…cant way.
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given date t, we have
X

yit = RLt

i

X

L (jit ; sit )zit hit + REt

i

X

E (jit ; sit )zit hit g

(eit )

i

= At GLt Lt + At GEt Et
= Yt

where the aggregate inputs Lt , Et are measured as in equations (6) and (7). Thus, the individual
earnings in equation (1) consistently aggregate to the aggregate earnings as is implied by the
aggregate production function in (14). This consistent aggregation holds for any homogeneous
of degree one function G as long as the aggregate inputs Lt and Et are consistently measured
as in equations (6) and (7).

3.1

Estimation of aggregate technology

For our quantitative analysis, we choose a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) form of
production technology for G such that
1

(17)

Yt = At (Lt + Et ) ;

where the elasticity of substitution between Lt and Et is measured by
the parameter

1
1

(where

1), and

> 0 adjusts the relative scale between Lt and Et . This production function

provides a speci…cation that allows us to evaluate the role of the change in the demographic
composition of the workforce in driving the changes of the experience premium in a parsimonious
way.
The degree of substitutability between experience and labor is governed by the parameter
. If

= 1, experience and labor are perfect substitutes. In this case, the demographic change

a¤ecting the ratio of experience to labor does not a¤ect the experience premium. However, if
experience and labor are not perfect substitutes, changes in the demographic composition of the
workforce will a¤ect the experience premium. This opens up the possibility of understanding the
relative wage dynamics through demographic changes and bears a directly testable implication.
The lower the value of , the stronger the complementarity between these two inputs.
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The experience premium from the aggregate production function (17) is
Et

1

Et
Lt

=

:

We obtain the estimates of the technology parameters

and

by again applying the nonlinear

least-squares to the log wage equation in (13), but using the …rst-stage estimates of the lifeb t , and the implied
cycle e¢ ciency schedules parameters bL (j; s), bE=L (j; s) and gb (e), b t and D
experience-labor ratio

stage estimation on

bt
E
bt
L

constructed in equations (6) and (7). That is, we carry out a second-

b t + bL (jit ; sit )
ln wit = D
2
!
b
Et
+ ln 41 +
bt
L

(18)

Estimating the technology parameters

3

1

exp(bE=L (jit ; sit ))b
g (eit )5 + b t

and

it

+

it :

in this way delivers consistent estimates.

We also conduct a full model estimation on
(19)

ln wit = Dt +
"

L

(jit ; sit ; xit )

+ ln 1 +

Et
Lt

#

1

exp(

E=L

(jit ; sit ; xit ))g (eit ) +

t it

+

it ;

where we do not impose any estimates from the …rst-stage regression. Estimation of the full
model requires that the aggregate inputs Lt and Et be measured as in equations (6) and
(7), hence depend on the parameters of e¢ ciency schedules
coe¢ cient vector

t

of

it .

L (j; s; x)

and

E (j; s; x),

and the

That is, the aggregate inputs Lt and Et need to be expressed in terms

of these life-cycle e¢ ciency and productivity parameters. This creates another complicated
nonlinearity inside the arguments of the already nonlinear log wage equation.
To solve this problem for our estimation, we use the following iterative guess-and-verify
strategy. Guess the parameters for

L (j; s; x),

E (j; s; x),

g (e) and

t

and compute the im-

plied aggregate experience to labor ratio, and using this guessed ratio, estimate all parameters
of the log wage equation. Then, verify if the estimates for the parameters for
E (j; s; x),

g (e) and

t

L (j; s; x),

from this estimation coincide with the initial guess. If not, recalculate

the experience-labor ratio using the obtained estimates of those parameters, and iterate this
procedure until the guessed estimates and the subsequent estimates coincide.
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3.2

Results

The estimates of technology parameters

and

from the second-stage estimation (18) are

reported in Table 1. Recall the correlation between the experience premium and the experiencelabor ratio from the …rst stage estimation is high at
curvature parameter ^ =

0:95. This correlation identi…es the

3:21. This estimate implies substantial complementarity between

labor and experience with an elasticity of substitution between them of 0:24.16 The scale
parameter is estimated at ^ = 16:82, adjusting the relative magnitudes between the average
experience premium of 0:17 and the average experience-labor ratio of 3:02. Both parameters
are fairly precisely estimated with low standard errors of 0:0712 and 1:28, respectively, for
and .17 According to the two most commonly used goodness-of-…t measures, adjusted R2 at
0:924 and the root mean-squared error (RM SE) at 0:616, the …t seems very good.18
Table 1. PSID estimates of technology parameters.
P arameter Second stage F ull estimation
3:21(0:0712)
2:96(0:2290)
16:82(1:28)
13:26(3:45)
2
R
0:924
0:924
RM SE
0:616
0:616
Figure 4 displays the experience premium predicted by our model at the above estimates
of the aggregate production function and the aggregate experience-labor ratio. Despite the
parsimonious speci…cation (two parameters

and , and a single state variable

E
),
L

the model

tracks the actual time-path of the experience premium very closely. The correlation coe¢ cient
16

The only alternative estimate for the elasticity of substitution between experience and labor in the literature
is reported in Jeong and Kim (2006) who …nd it to be equal to 0:4 in Thai data, very similar to our estimate
for the U.S. For comparison, the typical estimates of elasticity of substitution between college and high school
workers are between 1:4 and 2:5 (e.g. Heckman et. al. (1996), Card and Lemieux (2001), Gallipoli, Meghir and
Violante (2007). The point estimate of this elasticity is 1:41 in Katz and Murphy (1992), although they suggest
that a range of estimates with the elasticity as low as 0:5 are also consistent with the data. Krusell et. al.
(2000) estimate the elasticity of substitution between college workers and capital equipment, labeled “capitalskill complementarity,” at 0:67. Thus, the magnitude of the experience-labor complementarity is stronger but
in line with the other types of complementarity measured in the literature.
17
Instead of running the second stage estimation (which delivers the estimates consistent with the …rst stage
bt
estimation), we regressed ln b Et on ln E
b t to get very similar parameter estimates (standard errors in parantheses)
L
of ^ = 3:19(0:158); ^ = 16:63(2:912); and associated adjusted R2 = 0:953:
18
The goodness-of-…t measures of a nonlinear model are to be interpreted with caution. The adjusted R2
of the nonlinear model does not tell us the precise share of the actual variation of the data that is predicted
because of the curvature. The closer to zero the RM SE is, the better the …t, although it has no upper bound.
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between the actual experience premium b Et (implied by the …rst-stage estimates) and the
predicted experience premium (implied by the second-stage estimates) is 0:97.
[FIGURE 4 HERE]
Table 1 also contains the results of estimation of the full model (19) using an iterative guessand-verify strategy. The estimates of the technology parameters are very similar compared to
the two-step estimation approach. The elasticity of substitution between experience and labor
is virtually the same at 0:25: The standard errors are naturally slightly higher when compared
to the second stage standard errors, but the estimates are highly statistically signi…cant.19
Given the estimates of b and b, we can uncover the marginal product of labor GLt implied

by (17)

0

bLt = @1 + b
G

(20)

bt
E
bt
L

!b 1 b1

1

A

:

bLt and the estimates of the time-varying constant terms D
b t , the log of the aggregate
Combining G

bt = D
bt
productivity term At can be identi…ed by ln A

bLt : Thus, we can decompose the
ln G

changes in Dt into a component due to changes in the experience-labor ratio

Et
Lt

and a component

bLt accounts for 40% of the
due to changes in aggregate productivity level At . We …nd that ln G

b t between 1968 and 1992, and 50% of the subsequent rise in D
b t between 1992 and 2007.
fall in D
The share of aggregate earnings accruing to labor input implied by (17) is

(21)
Our estimate of
Et
.
Lt

dYt
L
dLt t

Yt

1

=
1+

Et
Lt

=

1
1+

Et
t Lt

:

< 0 implies that the labor input’s share of aggregate earnings is rising in

Given our estimates for b Et and

bt
E
bt
L

from the …rst-stage estimation, we …nd that the share

of labor falls steadily from 76% in 1968 to 59% in 1988, then rises to 70% by 2007 (with an
average of 66%). This implies that the relative importance of experience skill over labor has
increased, and then decreased during the sample period.
19

The estimates of all the other parameters obtained from the direct estimation of the full model are very
similar to those obtained from the two-step estimation and reported in Appendix Tables A-1 and A-2.
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3.3

Robustness

3.3.1

The role of skill-biased demand shifts

The tight prediction of the experience premium generated by the experience-labor ratio in
Figure 3 leaves very little room for other, demand based explanations for the dynamics of the
experience premium. To investigate the role of demand shifts more formally, we follow the
protocol in the existing literature by modelling demand shifts of a linear form with respect to
time. We allow for the share parameter
ln

t

=

0

+

1

in the production function (17) to vary over time as

time:
Table 2. PSID estimates, the role of demand shifts.
P arameter Second stage
3:35(0:244)
20:16(5:91)
0
0:029(0:042)
1
R2
0:998
0:076
RM SE

The estimates for the technology parameters are reported in Table 2. The …t of the model
is the same as in the benchmark speci…cation, and the predicted experience premium is indistinguishable in the two speci…cations. The estimate for

1

is insigni…cant at any conventional

signi…cance level. Quantitatively, at the point estimate it accounts for a tiny amount of variation in the experience premium. The estimate of the complementarity parameter

is virtually

the same as in the benchmark speci…cation.
We also allowed for the share parameter
with a quadratic trend as, ln

t

=

0+ 1

in the production function (17) to vary over time

time +

2

time2 : Again the estimates for

1; 2

were

insigni…cant at any conventional signi…cance level.
The conclusion we draw from these …ndings is that with a better measurement enabled
by our model, the time variation in the experience premium is almost fully accounted for by
the variation in the relative supply of experience. Skill biased technical change, while likely
important in determining the returns to education, plays at best a minor role in determining
the experience premium.
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3.3.2

Male sample

The identi…cation of the e¢ ciency schedules

L (j; s; x),

E (j; s; x)

is based on the heterogeneity

of actual experience for workers with a given level of education at a given age. This heterogeneity
is naturally higher for women as compared to men. To evaluate the extent to which this might
a¤ect our results we re-estimated the model on a sample of men only in the …rst stage. The
results imply similar estimates of the e¢ ciency schedules bL (j; s; x), bE=L (j; s; x) and gb (e) to
the ones obtained on the full sample, all estimated precisely. In particular, the key features of
the male e¢ ciency schedules discussed in Figure 2 are robust..
Figure 5 shows the experience premia from the …rst stage regression using the male only
sample. The experience premia are naturally more volatile than in the full sample case, but
the overall movement is comparable to that in Figure 1.
[FIGURE 5 HERE]
We also ran the second stage estimation to assess the performance of the experience to
labor ratio from the benchmark sample (which included women in the …rst stage) in explaining
the experience premia in Figure 5. The performance of this single variable in explaining the
male only experience premium through the predicted premium in Figure 5 is also very good.
The associated second stage estimates for the technology parameters are reported in Table 3.
Table 3. Estimates of technology parameters using male-only sample in …rst stage.
P arameter Second stage
6:78(0:120)
798(101)
2
R
0:93
RM SE
0:63
While the magnitude of the parameters ( ; ) appear di¤erent from that of the benchmark
estimation of Table 1, the key features of the aggregate technology are actually very similar.
The implied elasticity of substitution of 0:13 is lower, but similar to the the elasticity implied by
the benchmark estimation of 0:24: From (21) the average labor share implied by these estimates
is 64% versus the 66% labor share of the benchmark.
18

4

Rate of return to experience

The experience premium in our model measures a relative price of experience. It is common
to all workers, independent of their individual characteristics. Over the life-cycle, however,
the rate of return to experience of individual workers may vary depending on their age and
schooling level (because of the life-cycle e¢ ciency schedules) as well as their experience level
(because experience eit does not enter linearly the log wage equation). De…ne the rate of return
to experience as the marginal wage increment to the addition of one more year of experience
such that
0
d ln wit
Et E=L (jit ; sit ; xit )g (eit )
=
:
deit
1 + Et E=L (jit ; sit ; xit )g (eit )

(22)

The individual rate of return to experience is rising in the aggregate experience premium

Et ,

and falling in the individual level of experience eit (given that g (eit ) is mildly concave). The
return is also increasing in the relative e¢ ciency schedule

E=L (jit ; sit ; xit ):

From our …rst stage

estimates of e¢ ciency schedules (in Figure 2 and A.1), the relative e¢ ciency is higher for
younger workers than older workers and higher for high school workers (s = HS) than college
workers (s = C).
To summarize the evolution of the returns to experience in a single time-series, we must
decide on where to evaluate the function in (22). Consider a “representative worker” whose
rate of return to experience is given by
(23)
(24)

t

t

P

t

Et

1+

Et

t

with

t

and

E (jit ; sit ; xit )zit hit g
iP

P

i

0

measured as follows

(eit )

L (jit ; sit ; xit )zit hit

iPE (jit ; sit ; xit )zit hit g
i

t

(eit )

L (jit ; sit ; xit )zit hit

;

:

Hence, this worker supplies the aggregate e¤ective labor and aggregate e¤ective experience.20
Figure 6 plots the rate of return to experience for the representative worker using estimates
of b Et and bL (j; s; x) ; bE (j; s; x) ; gb (e) from the …rst stage estimation. The rate of return is
20

By construction, the e¤ective units of experience to labor for this representative worker coincide with the
t
aggregate experience to labor ratio t = E
Lt . We weight the life-cycle e¢ ciency schedules of experience and
labor by zit hit to obtain the e¤ective units of experience and labor at the aggregate level.
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sizable and changes substantially over time from 2:1% in 1968 to 4:1% in 1988, and then back
down to 2:3% in 2007. Equation (22) implies that there are two potential sources of change
in the return to experience for a worker of given experience eit : …rst, changes in the aggregate
experience premium b Et , and second, changes in the age, experience and schooling composition

of workers a¤ecting the measured

E=L (jit ; sit ; xit ); g

(eit ) for the representative worker.

[FIGURE 6 HERE]
To isolate the contribution of the composition e¤ect, we hold the experience premium b Et

…xed at its level in 1968 and generate a counterfactual series of the rate of return to experience.
This is compared with the actual series (implied by the estimates) in Figure 6. The Figure shows
that the composition e¤ect alone does not account for the observed changes in the aggregate
rate of return to experience. Instead, the experience premium is driving the lion’s share of the
changes in the aggregate rate of return to experience. Figure 6 also compares this path with
the predicted path of the return to experience implied by the technology estimates ^ , ^ from
the second-stage estimation, which indicates that the …t is very good.21
The return to experience is determined not only by the experience premium
common to all demographic sub-groups, but also by the compositional characteristics

Et

which is

E=L (jit ; sit ; xit )

and eit that are sub-group speci…c. These compositional characteristics a¤ect the strength of
the response of the return to experience of each demographic group to changes in the aggregate
Et .

Figure 7.1 compares the return to experience of college educated versus high school educated
workers over the sample period. The return for high school workers responds much more to the
change in the experience premium, implying a steeper path over the sample period. Figure 7.2
compares the return to experience of males versus females. In this comparison, the return for
females responds more to the change in the experience premium, implying a steeper path over
the sample period. Figure 7.3 compares the return to experience of blacks versus non-blacks.
Here, there is a level di¤erence in the return which remains stable over the sample period.
21

We obtain similar results when considering the average rate of return to experience across workers instead
of the return to experience of a “representative worker.”

20

[FIGURE 7 HERE]
In each of the panels of Figure 7, we also plot the predicted path of the return to experience
using experience premia generated through the model, and the predicted change holding the
experience premium constant. As before, these show that the prediction is accurate, and is
driven by changes in the aggregate experience premium.

5

Age premia and college premia

5.1

Age premium across schooling groups

For any demographic subgroup, the wage response to a change in the experience premium is
determined by the share of wages sourced from experience. That is the wage elasticity
s
dwts (j) Et
Et E=L (j; s; x) g (et (j))
=
;
d Et wts (j)
1 + Et E=L (j; s; x) g (est (j))

(25)

which is equivalent to the share of wages sourced from experience. Since the experience premium
Et

is common to all demographic subgroups, what determines the di¤erences in this share is

E=L

(j; s; x) g (est (j)) ; or the e¤ective relative supply of experience to labor of workers in the

subgroup.
Katz and Murphy (1992) among others document that the changes in the old worker to
young worker wage ratio, or age premium, have been more pronounced for the s = HS group
C
C
HS
HS
. As discussed
has changed more than wold
=wyoung
relative to the s = C group, i.e. wold
=wyoung

in the Introduction, in their analysis, the pure old exclusively supply experience and the pure
s
s
young exclusively supply labor regardless of schooling group. Thus, the wage ratio wold
=wyoung

has an elasticity with respect to experience premium of one regardless of schooling group s. This
leads Katz and Murphy (1992) to emphasize the role of demand e¤ects in favor of non-college
s = HS workers.22
A feature of our analysis is the di¤erence between experience premium and age premium.
When old workers have a larger share of wages sourced from experience than young workers,
22

Katz and Murphy (1992) look at the wage ratio between workers with di¤erent levels of potential experience
(age-years of schooling-6) as opposed to age, but the measures are highly correlated.

21

the age premium responds positively to the experience premium. However, this response can
be small if the share of wages sourced from experience does not change much with age. This
can occur as the e¤ective supply of experience is rising in age if the e¤ective supply of labor
is also rising in age. We show how this insight can reconcile an economy-wide movement in
the experience premium with the di¤erential movements in the age premium across schooling
groups. Once we account for this, we …nd no role of demand e¤ects in favor of high school
workers.
Speci…cally, our log wage equation predicts that the old to young wage ratio

wts (old)
wts (young)

of

workers of schooling group s at date t is given by
(26) ln

wts (old)
wts (young)

1+
(old; s)
+ ln
1 + Et
L (young; s)
L

= ln
+

t

[

s
t

(old)

s
t

(old; s) g (est (old))
s
E=L (young; s) g (et (young))

Et E=L

(young)] :

What determines the age premium is the relative supply of labor of the old

L (old;s)
L (young;s)

;

and the di¤erence in the relative supply of experience to labor between the old and young,
E=L

(old; s) g (est (old)) versus

E=L

(young; s) g (est (young)) : Meanwhile, what determines the

response of the age premium to changes in the experience premium is only the relative supply
of experience to labor between the old and young (which determines the di¤erence in elasticity
in (25)). Other exogenous determinants of the age premium are captured in the time varying
controls

t

[

s
t

(old)

s
t

(young)] :

For high school workers, the relative supply of experience to labor

E=L

(j) ;
(j; HS) g eHS
t

is rising in age as older workers accumulate more experience and the increase in supply of labor
with age is limited (as seen from the e¢ ciency schedules in Figure 2). Thus, the response of
the age premium to the experience premium is positive.
For college workers, the relative supply of experience to labor

E=L

(j; C) g eC
t (j) ; may

not necessarily be strongly rising in age even though older workers accumulate more experience.
In the e¢ ciency schedules in Figure 2, we see that for college workers, the increase in the supply
of labor is much more pronounced than that for high school workers. If the e¤ective supply of
labor increases by a factor similar to the e¤ective supply of experience when comparing a young
22

and old worker, the relative supply of experience to labor will not be very di¤erent. Then the
associated age premium will not be responsive to the experience premium for college workers.
Depending on the partition of workers into young and old workers, it may even be possible
that the age premium does not respond very much at all to the experience premium for college
workers.23 We …nd this to be a useful insight into why the age premium of college workers is
only weakly correlated with the experience premium whereas the age premium of high school
workers is strongly correlated.
We proceed by de…ning young and old workers as follows: young workers are those aged 1840, and old workers are those aged between 41-60.24 To facilitate comparisons with the existing
literature, we focus the data analysis on the male sample whose labor force participation over
the life cycle is more stable for the rest of the paper. The associated log age premia from the
data are shown in Figure 8. The Figure also shows the log age premia predicted by our model
for male college s = C versus high school s = HS schooling group workers. Here the experience
premium is replaced by the predicted experience premium

^t
E
^t
L

1

; implied by the estimates

of the aggregate technology.25 Comparing with the data in the Figure, the the model predicts
the overall movements of the age premia well for both the schooling groups.
[FIGURE 8 HERE]
For the s = HS high school group, we …nd that the movements of the male age premia
are driven by the predicted movements of the experience premium

^t
E
^t
L

1

; as opposed to

changes in the composition of workers ages within the age groups and composition and returns of
characteristics

s
t

(old) ;

s
t

(young) across the age groups. To see this, we plot the counterfactual

age premia holding the experience premium constant at its value in the initial sample year (from
the …rst stage estimates). The gap between the counterfactual and prediction is driven purely
23

Clearly, the youngest workers have no experience so have a lower experience share of wages than older
workers. But comparing say a 30 year old worker with the 50 year old worker, this can be the case.
24
We use broad age categories to de…ne the young (aged 18-40) and old (aged 41-60) to encompass the entire
sample, and avoid small sample issues arising from using the PSID.
25
Estimates of parameters of the e¢ ciency schedules bL (j; s), bE=L (j; s) and gb (e) ; and the estimates of the
b t ) are also combined to yield the predicted values.
time-varying coe¢ cients (b t , D

23

by changes in the predicted experience premium

^t
E
^t
L

1

; which account for the bulk of the

age premia dynamics for this group.
In contrast, the dynamics of the male age premia for the s = C college group, seem hardly
a¤ected by the experience premium, since the wage response of young and old workers to the
experience premium cancel each other out in the age premium. Here the counterfactual and
prediction do not diverge much at all from each other. While there is a substantial fall in the
age premium in the 1980s, this is accounted for by compositional changes in the young and old
workforce for this schooling group.
Ratio of age premia
Mathematically, the ratio of the age premium across college and non-college schooling
groups is equivalent to the ratio of the college premium across old and young groups. That is
C
C
wold
=wyoung
HS
HS
wold
=wyoung

C
HS
wold
=wold
:
C
HS
wyoung
=wyoung

Thus, the fact that we match the evolution of the age premia across schooling groups implies
that we can also quantitatively account for the di¤erential movement of the college premia
across age groups. In the following section, we use this insight to show that the movement of
the experience premium can also explain the di¤erential changes in the levels of the returns to
schooling across young versus old cohorts.

5.2

College premium across age groups

The in‡uential paper of Card and Lemieux (2001), has highlighted the fact that changes in
the male college premium have been very di¤erent across age groups: the college premium rose
sharply after the early 1970s for young workers while it remained more or less constant during
the sample period for old workers. This is shown in Figure 9.
[FIGURE 9 HERE]

24

Our log wage equation predicts that the college premium

wtC (j)
wtHS (j)

of workers of age j at date

t is given by
wtC (j)
ln
wtHS (j)

(27)

"
1+
(j; C)
+ ln
1+
L (j; HS)

= ln
+

C
ys;t yst

(j)

ysHS
t

(j; C) g eC
t (j)
HS
(j))
E=L (j; HS) g (et

Et E=L

L

Et

(j) +

ys;t

C
ys;t

(j)

HS
ys;t

#
(j) :

Here we split up the productive characteristics such that we can explicitly consider the charHS
(j) denote the years of schooling (by the
acteristic years of schooling, such that ysC
t (j) ; yst

two schooling groups),

ys;t

the aggregate returns to schooling,

C

ys;t

(j) ;

HS
ys;t

(j) the average

characteristics vector other than years of schooling (by the two schooling groups), and

ys;t

the associated coe¢ cients.
The estimated male e¢ ciency schedules in Figure 2 show that the supply of labor by college
workers relative to high school workers given by

L (j;C)
L (j;HS)

; is increasing in age, up to age 45. This

partly explains why returns to college are higher for older workers than younger workers. It
cannot explain their di¤erential dynamics however.
The response of the college premium with respect to the experience premium

Et

for age

group j is determined by the e¤ective supply of experience relative to labor of college workers
E=L

(j; C) eC
t (j) compared to high school workers

E=L

(j; HS) eHS
(j) : From our estimated
t

male e¢ ciency schedules in Figure 1, we …nd that this ratio is typically higher for the high school
s = HS group. This is because high school workers supply less labor and more experience at
every age. Since the ratio of schedules

E=L

(j; s) is higher for the high school group, a higher

level of experience est (j) among older workers translates into bigger di¤erences in the e¤ective
supply of experience relative to labor for the high school group relative to the college group.
For young workers this gap is minor however, because the accumulated e¤ective years of
experience est (j) is low, such that the college premium does not respond very much to the
experience premium. Instead changes in the college premium should be dominated by the
exogenous changes arising from

ys;t :

These observations imply a negative response of the college premium to experience premium which is more pronounced for old workers than young workers. Substantively, the college
25

premium of old workers falls relative to young workers when the experience premium rises.
Combining these insights, Figure 9 shows the college premium predicted by our model
for old male workers versus young male workers. Here the experience premium is replaced
by the predicted experience premium

^t
E
^t
L

1

; implied by the estimates of the aggregate

technology. Comparing with the data, this …t is remarkably good. To capture the role of the
endogenous dynamics of the experience premium

^t
E
^t
L

1

, these series are compared to the

counterfactual college premia predicted when holding the experience premium constant at its
initial level. Changes in the experience premium account for the convergence of the college
premia between age groups. This is driven by the role of the experience premium in a¤ecting
the college premium of old workers rather than young workers as discussed above. These results
demonstrate that an understanding of the movements of the experience premium

Et

can lead

to an understanding of the di¤erential movements of the college premium across age groups.
5.2.1

Comparison with Card and Lemieux

In their seminal paper, Katz and Murphy (1992) also consider an alternative model to evaluate
the role of supply in determining the return to schooling (in their section IV.A). They divide
the workforce into two schooling groups and assume that each schooling group provides distinct
inputs, such that the aggregate technology features complementarity between these two inputs.
Thus, this is a qualitatively di¤erent model from that used to assess the role of supply in
determining the return to experience (in their section IV.B).
Card and Lemieux (2001) extend this alternative model to evaluate the role of supply in
explaining the fall in the relative male college premium of old workers. Speci…cally, they assume
that within a schooling group, di¤erent cohorts of workers (de…ned on …ve year age bands)
provide distinct inputs which can complement each other symmetrically. Then a decline in the
supply of young college educated workers relative to old college educated workers can make the
college premium for old workers fall relative to that of young workers. Card and Lemieux (2001)
show that the relative supplies of college and high school educated workers across age groups
is consistent with this explanation of the di¤erential dynamics of the college premium across
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cohorts, and report estimates of complementarity between cohorts within schooling groups.
Our analysis o¤ers a new perspective on the college premium patterns they documented,
based on changes in the aggregate experience premium. In particular, we highlight the fact
that various changes to dimensions of wage inequality, ranging from the age premium to college
premium, are explained by the demographic changes which generate movements in the aggregate
stock of experience relative to labor.
Two modelling choices di¤erentiate our technology from that of Card and Lemieux (2001).
First, in their analysis, the source of age premia dynamics within each schooling group is given
by the relative supplies of workers from the di¤erent age groups. Card and Lemieux do not
study age premia dynamics across the schooling groups (although they are readily implied by
their model). However, using their data and de…nitions of cohort groups (from the CPS), the
estimates for complementarity between cohorts they report (which they estimate by taking their
model to college premia dynamics) do not yield tight predictions for the age premia dynamics.
We also conducted an analysis of re-estimating their technology parameters after taking
their model to age premia dynamics for the two schooling groups. This implied an estimate
for complementarity between cohorts which was very close to the speci…cation with no complementarity for both high school and college groups.26 As a result, these alternative estimates
of the technology parameters do not generate di¤erential college premia dynamics across age
groups) in a way that the estimates which Card and Lemieux (2001) report do.
Second, while both models capture complementarity between workers of di¤erent cohorts,
in our technology cohorts are complements only to the extent they supply di¤erent combinations of labor and experience, such that only cohorts which are distant in age are e¤ectively
complements (see Appendix B). In contrast, Card and Lemieux (2001) model the degree of
complementarity between any cohort pair (within a schooling group) as the same regardless of
their distance in age. Using their data and de…nitions of cohort groups (from the CPS), we
found complementarity only to be present among cohorts which are distant in age within each
26

This imposes the same complementarity parameter across all cohort pairs de…ned on …ve year age bands
(within a schooling group) and e¤ectively takes their average complementarity.
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schooling group.2728

6

Cross section estimation

We re-estimate the model using cross-sectional variation of the experience premium and experiencelabor ratio across the U.S. states. Thus, time-speci…c variables in equation (13) for the previous
estimation now take on an interpretation of state-speci…c variables (resulting in changes in the
subscript from time index t to state index v). Our two-step estimation procedure is applied to
the following equation
(28)

ln wiv = ln Av + ln GLv +
"
Ev
+ ln 1 +
Lv

L

(jiv ; siv )
1

exp(

E=L

#

(jiv ; siv ))g (eiv ) +

v

iv

+

iv :

We use the U.S. decennial census data rather than the PSID to have su¢ cient within-state
samples, which helps us to better measure the cross-state variation of the experience premium
and the experience-labor ratio. We use data from the 1980 census, which falls within the
range of our PSID sample period, and from where we can measure hourly wages and all the
control variables in a way compatible with the PSID. The only exception is work experience.
Unfortunately, census data do not contain data on actual work experience. To maximize the
compatibility of the results between the time-series and cross-sectional estimation, we use the
fact that we do observe the actual experience in PSID for the same census year 1980 and hence
can predict actual experience from the observable variables both in the PSID and in the 1980
census. Thus, we impute actual experience for the 1980 census from the observable variables
according to the prediction formula obtained from the PSID and use it in our cross-sectional
estimation.29
27

The complementarity was estimated from a regression of log wage ratios between cohorts de…ned on …ve
year age bands on their log relative labor supplies and a constant.
28
The reader may wonder what happens when we take our framework of experience-labor complementarity and
apply it to within a schooling group (as opposed to the aggregate economy). This is essentially a hybrid of our
approach and Card and Lemieux. The implied correlation between schooling group speci…c experience premium
and schooling group speci…c experience to labor is not as high as in the case of modelling the complementarity
as present in the aggregate.
29
We …nd a correlation coe¢ cient between actual experience and predicted actual experience in the PSID of
0:91. The details of this estimation can be found in Appendix A.2.
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The estimates for the technology parameters using the census data are reported in Table
4. The cross-sectional estimate of the curvature parameter ^ =

0:98 implies an elasticity of

substitution of 0:5, which is higher than, but similar to the elasticity implied by our time-series
estimate from the PSID.
Table 4. Cross section estimates of technology parameters.
P arameter Second stage
0:98(0:0241)
0:99(0:0177)
2
R
0:94
RM SE
0:55
The …rst-stage estimates imply e¢ ciency schedules which di¤er by schooling group which
coincide with those from the PSID analysis in Figure 2. In particular, the e¤ective supplies of
labor are rising in age and much more so for the college group, whereas the supply of experience
is falling in age with the college group supplying less experience at each age level.30
Thus, the properties of the age e¢ ciency schedules and presence of complementarity between experience and labor is con…rmed both in the time-series and cross-sectional data for the
U.S. Moreover, the time-series and cross-sectional elasticities of substitution between labor and
experience are similar, despite the di¤erences in the identifying source of variation.

7

Conclusion

This paper shows that the movements in the experience premium are almost perfectly explained
by changes in the relative supply of experience to labor when viewed from the perspective of
an aggregate technology featuring complementarity between aggregate experience and labor
inputs. Moreover, these changes can also explain movements in the age premia and college
premia which di¤er across demographic subgroups. The robustness of the aggregate technology
we propose can inform the discussion of an active literature on macro and labor economics.
30

Given the results of Figure 2 and Figure A.2, we imposed that men and women have the same age e¢ ciency
schedules over labor and experience. This allows the variation in proxy experience among females help identify
the age e¢ ciency schedules common to males and females in the cross section estimation.
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A
A.1

Data Appendix
PSID Data

Sample. We use the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) data from the U.S. for the
period 1968-1997. The PSID consists of two main subsamples: the SEO (Survey of Economic
Opportunity) sample and the SRC (Survey Research Center) sample. We use both samples
and restrict ourselves to the core members with positive sampling weights (not the newly added
family members through marriage) to maintain the consistent representativeness of the sample
over time.31 The sample is restricted to individuals between 18 and 65 years of age.
Actual Labor Market Experience. The procedure we use to construct measures of
actual work experience since age 18 is as follows. Questions regarding overall labor market
experience (“How many years have you worked for money since you were 18?”and “How many
of these years did you work full time for most or all of the year?”) were asked of every household’s
head and wife in 1974, 1975, 1976 and 1985.32 These questions are also asked for every person
in the year when that person …rst becomes a household head or wife.33 Since there are some
inconsistencies between the answers, we …rst adjust 1974 overall experience to be consistent
with 1975 and 1976 values where possible. Next, we use 1974 as the base year; i.e., we assume
that whatever is recorded in 1974 for the existing heads is true. For the entrants into the
sample we assume that the experience they report in their …rst year in the sample is true. If
reported experience implies that an individual started working before the age of 18, we rede…ne
it to be the number of years since age 18 for that individual. If the reported experience in
1974 is smaller than that implied by the reports of hours between the individual entry into the
sample (or 1968) and 1974, we replace the 1974 report with that implied by the accumulated
reports of hours. We repeat this procedure for 1985 and the reports of the new heads and
wives. Finally, using the values of experience in 1974, 1985, and the reports of the new heads
and wives, we increment experience variables forward and backward as follows: increment the
full-time experience measure by one if individual works at least 1500 hours in a given year.34 If
we observe an individual in the sample since age 18, we ignore his or her reports of experience
and instead directly use his or her reports of hours in each year using the cuto¤ above. If we
do not observe an individual in the sample since age 18, we attempt to construct tenure based
on the earliest report of his or her overall experience.
Other Variables. Our hourly wage measure is equal to the total earnings last year
divided by total hours worked last year. To get real wage, we adjust the nominal wage using
last year’s CPI (equal to 100 in 1984).35 We de…ne the economically active population as the
31

We use only the nonimmigrant sample. In 1990 the PSID added a new sample of 2000 Latino households,
consisting of families originally from Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Cuba. Because this sample missed immigrants
from other countries, Asians in particular, and because of a lack of funding, this Latino sample was dropped
after 1995. Another sample of 441 immigrant families was added in 1997. Because of the inconsistencies in
these samples, we restrict ourselves to the core SEO and SRC samples throughout the 1968-1996 period.
32
By default, the head of household is the (male) husband if he is present or a female if she is single. In very
few cases the head is a female, even when the male husband is present (but is, say, severely disabled).
33
The PSID mistakingly did not ask some people in 1985 and …xed this mistake by asking them in 1987.
34
We experimented with using cuto¤ values other than 1500 hours of work or using directly the sum of the
smoothest pattern of movements. The results are not sensitive to this choice.
35
There is an alternative hourly wage measure in the PSID which reports the current hourly wage at the time
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group of people who worked at least 700 hours last year.36 Education is measured by years
of …nal educational attainment.37 Other control variables that we will use are gender (male
dummy), race (black dummy), and region (Northeast, North Central (i.e. Midwest) and West
dummies). The broad region variable is created using the state variable in the PSID.38 South
is the (poorest) base category region.
[ADD EXTENDED DATA DESCRIPTION HERE]

A.2

US Census Data

Sample. We use U.S. census data from the 1980 U.S. Census 5% Public Use Micro-samples
(see Ruggles, Sobek, Alexander, Fitch, Goeken, Kelly Hall, King, and Ronnander (2004)). The
sample represents a 1-in-20 national random sample of the population, with approximately
11,337,000 person records. Sample restrictions and variable de…nitions are imposed to ensure
maximum comparability with the PSID. The sample is restricted to individuals between 18
and 65 years of age with nonimputed values of all the variables used in the analysis. The
economically active population is de…ned as those who worked at least 700 hours last year.
Actual Labor Market Experience. Unfortunately, census data do not contain information on
actual worker experience. We exploit the relationship between measures of actual experience
in the PSID and worker characteristics to impute actual experience to workers in the census
data. In particular, using the 1980 PSID data, we regress actual experience on a polynomial
function of age for each subgroup and household demographic variables, such that
ei =

K
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+
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+
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k2 ji
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4
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i
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to obtain the predicted experience e^i such that
e^i = ei =

K
X

i

k=1

where ji denotes age, dk;i the dummy variable for subgroup k; i the household demographic
variables, and i the i.i.d. idiosyncratic shock to work experience. The characteristics partitioning the subgroups are college education, household headship, four regions (Northeast, North
of the interview. Unfortunately, this measure is only available for the household heads throughout the period.
For wives it is available only in 1976 and after 1979 and it is not available at all for the other family members.
36
As in the case of earnings, there is also an employment status variable at the time of the interview. We do
not use tis variable because (1) the reference period (current year) is di¤erent from that of earnings measure
(last year), and (2) this variable is available for the heads for all years but not for the wives before 1979 except
in 1976 and is not available for the dependents.
37
Education is reported in the PSID in 1968, 1975, and 1985 for existing heads of households, and every year
for the people becoming household heads or wifes. It is kept constant between the years in which it is updated.
As a result, there would be a bias toward a lower educational level. For example, if education is 10 years in
1975 and 16 in 1985, it would be reported 10 between 1975 and 1985. If the individual, however, had 16 years
of education already in 1980, then for …ve years he would be counted as less educated than he actually is. To
minimize this bias, the education variable used in the estimation is …xed to be equal to its mode value among
all the reports available. To make the education variable comparable across time we top code it at 16 years.
38
We found that the broad region variable provided by the PSID appears to be error-ridden. For example,
for some but not all Texas residents region is de…ned as West. Thus, we reconstructed the broad region variable
directly from the state of residence.
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Central, South and West), race, marital status and gender. We include the number of children in the household and its squared value for it . The estimated coe¢ cients are reported in
Appendix Table A-1. In the PSID, the correlation between actual and predicted experience is
equal to 0:91. Applying the equations above, we construct predicted levels of actual experience
e^i using the individual observable characteristics from the 1980 census.

Table A-1: Coe¢ cient estimates for predicted experience.
Variable
dummy
age
age-squared age-cubic age-quartic
age
:5083873
:0483154
:0015294 7:19e 06
college
:6203082
:6386097 :059012
:0019724 :0000214
head
:4141898 :2635762
:0382591
:0015935
:0000127
:2163412
:1804537 :0238301
:001135 :000016
northeast
north central
:2091296
:1472149 :0195273
:0009212 :0000128
:1581706 :1143491
:0155347
:0004851
3:77e 06
west
black
:4370619 :0386038
:0033227
:0001884
2:33e 06
unmarried male
:0216989
:0237478
:0288911
:0018001
:0000271
:3648575 :0162269
:0009843 :0000137
unmarried female :4193616
married female
:3881132 :2097724
:0583758
:0013988
1:64e 06
:5025105
children
children squared :0431225
constant
:5184911
Other Variables. Education is measured as the number of years of school completed,
topcoded at 16. Earnings are measured as total pre-tax wage and salary income for the preceding calendar year. The codes represent the midpoints of ten-dollar intervals. Earnings are
topcoded at $75,000. To obtain hourly earnings we divide the total earnings last year by the
product of weeks worked last year and usual hours worked per week last year. Other control
variables that we use are gender (male dummy), race (black dummy), and region categorized
consistently with the PSID based on the state of residence.

A.3

First-Stage Estimation Results
Table A-1: PSID …rst-stage estimates, time-invariant parameters.
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P arameter
L;1 (HS; M )
L;2 (HS; M )
L;0 (C; M )
L;1 (C; M )
L;2 (C; M )
E=L;1 (HS; M )
E=L;2 (HS; M )
E=L;0 (C; M )
E=L;1 (C; M )
E=L;2 (C; M )
L;1 (HS; F )
L;2 (HS; F )
L;0 (C; F )
L;1 (C; F )
L;2 (C; F )
E=L;1 (HS; F )
E=L;2 (HS; F )
E=L;0 (C; F )
E=L;1 (C; F )
E=L;2 (C; F )
1
2
3

northeast
north central
west
R2
RM SE

Estimate
:0245
:000492
:306
:0671
:00116
:0792
:00107
:332
0:148
0:00214
:00109
:0000709
:569
:0345
:000571
:434
:0000404
:499
:054
:000142
0:0234
:000979
:0000141
0:19
0:046
0:098
0:924
0:616

Standard error
0:00323
0:0000803
0:0350
0:00363
0:0000846
0:00829
0:000181
0:121
0:0132
0:000268
:00203
:0000463
:0282
:00265
:0000612
:00661
:000137
:127
:0129
:0000286
0:00476
0:000184
0:00000238
0:004
0:004
0:0045

t statistic
7:56
6:13
8:74
18:47
13:66
9:55
5:90
2:74
11:21
8:00
:54
1:53
2:02
12:98
9:33
6:57
:30
3:93
4:23
:50
4:92
5:32
5:93
43:64
11:46
21:90

Note - The entries represent the results of the …rst-stage estimation of time invariant
parameters of the benchmark speci…cation from the PSID. For sample restrictions and variable
construction procedures, see Appendix A.1.
Table A-2: PSID …rst-stage estimates, time-varying parameters.
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Y ear Exp:premium Schooling M ale
Black
T ime dummy
1968 :091(:015)
:072(:005) :24(:031)
:16(:048) :46(:09)
:066(:005) :25(:028)
:16(:044) :61(:08)
1969 :078(:013)
1970 :089(:013)
:063(:005) :24(:027)
:14(:042) :63(:08)
1971 :087(:013)
:069(:005) :22(:027)
:10(:042) :58(:08)
1972 :106(:014)
:074(:005) :20(:026)
:12(:041) :49(:08)
:072(:004) :25(:026)
:086(:040) :52(:07)
1973 :104(:013)
:064(:004) :23(:023)
:099(:036) :65(:07)
1974 :101(:012)
1975 :109(:012)
:067(:004) :21(:023)
:087(:035) :59(:07)
:069(:004) :16(:023)
:051(:035) :54(:07)
1976 :126(:013)
1977 :131(:014)
:076(:004) :19(:023)
:037(:035) :42(:07)
1978 :152(:015)
:075(:004) :19(:023)
:051(:035) :40(:07)
1979 :141(:014)
:070(:004) :20(:022)
:087(:032) :49(:07)
:066(:004) :20(:021)
:045(:031) :53(:07)
1980 :137(:013)
1981 :170(:016)
:080(:004) :17(:022)
:092(:032) :26(:07)
1982 :155(:015)
:071(:004) :17(:022)
:093(:032) :38(:07)
1983 :206(:019)
:083(:004) :10(:021)
:075(:032) :12(:07)
:081(:004) :11(:020)
:082(:030) :20(:07)
1984 :183(:016)
1985 :217(:018)
:092(:004) :15(:020)
:078(:030)
:03(:07)
1986 :207(:018)
:092(:004) :12(:020)
:12(:030) :02(:07)
:099(:004) :10(:020)
:15(:029)
:07(:07)
1987 :224(:015)
Y ear Exp:premium Schooling M ale
Black
Constant
1988 :251(:021)
:108(:004) :05(:020)
:14(:029)
:22(:07)
:111(:004) :07(:018)
:15(:026)
:26(:07)
1989 :242(:019)
1990 :231(:019)
:114(:004) :04(:018)
:11(:026)
:29(:07)
:123(:004) :04(:018)
:07(:027)
:41(:07)
1991 :217(:018)
1992 :252(:020)
:122(:004) :03(:018)
:13(:026)
:47(:07)
1993 :220(:018)
:111(:004) :04(:018)
:094(:026)
:24(:07)
:119(:004) :09(:018)
:16(:026)
:36(:07)
1994 :201(:017)
:110(:004) :08(:018)
:11(:026)
:27(:07)
1995 :229(:019)
1996 :238(:020)
:106(:004) :08(:018)
:14(:026)
:23(:08)
:115(:004) :03(:017)
:15(:025)
:31(:07)
1997 :214(:018)
:113(:004) :07(:017)
:15(:025)
:26(:07)
1999 :217(:018)
2001 :174(:016)
:117(:004) :07(:017)
:088(:024)
:19(:07)
2003 :165(:015)
:106(:004) :02(:016)
:11(:024)
:05(:07)
2005 :185(:016)
:120(:004) :04(:016)
:15(:024)
:26(:07)
2007 :143(:014)
:118(:004) :07(:016)
:17(:023)
:12(:07)
Note - The entries represent the results of the …rst-stage estimation of time-varying parameters of the benchmark speci…cation from the PSID. Standard errors are in parenthesis. For
sample restrictions and variable construction procedures, see Appendix A.1.
[FIGURE A.1 HERE]
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A.4

Benchmark Estimates on the Sample of Men Only
Table A-3: PSID …rst stage estimates, sample of men only.
P arameter Estimate Standard error t statistic
0:0299
0:00284
10:51
L;1 (HS)
0:000549 0:0000606
9:06
L;2 (HS)
(C)
0:304
0:0348
8:74
L;0
0:0649
0:00301
21:56
L;1 (C)
0:00104 0:0000655
15:94
L;2 (C)
0:0653
0:00994
6:58
(HS)
E=L;1
0:000185
3:28
E=L;2 (HS) 0:000608
0:393
0:119
3:31
(C)
E=L;0
0:119
0:0127
9:32
E=L;1 (C)
0:00128
0:000241
5:29
E=L;2 (C)
0:049
0:0044
11:21
1
0:0018
0:00018
10:46
2
0:000020 0:0000025
7:91
3
R2
0:2290
0:623109
RM SE

Note - Parameters of the e¢ ciency schedules are estimated in the …rst stage. For sample
restrictions and variable construction procedures, see Appendix A.1.

B

Cohort e¤ects

Given the aggregate technology (14), note that from the Euler theorem
Lt
GEL ;
Et
Et
GEL :
Lt

GEE =
GLL =

The aggregate stocks of labor and experience can be constructed as the sum of e¤ective supplies
across cohorts j
X
Lt =
L (j)Nj;t ;
j

Et =

X

E (j)et

(j) Nj;t :

j

Here we drop the productive characteristics zjt and hours hjt for simplicity. The complemend2 Yt
> 0: This cross derivative is given
tarity between cohorts is given by the condition dNj;t
dNk;t
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by
d2 Yt
= At
dNj;t dNk;t

GEE

= At GEL

E (j)et (j) E (k)et (k) + GEL E (j)et (j) L (k)
+GLE L (j) E (k)et (k) + GLL L (j) L (k)
"
Et #
E (j)et (j) E (k)et (k) + E (j)et (j) L (k) Lt
Lt

Et

+

L (j) E (k)et

= At GEL

Lt
Et

L (j) L (k)

= At GEL

Lt
Et

L (j) L (k)

2
4

Et
Lt

Et
Lt

t
(k) E
Lt

E (k)et (k)

E (k)et (k)

L (k)

L (k)

+

E (k)et (k) Et
Lt
L (k)

E (j)et

(j)
L (j)

2

L (j) L (k)

+

E (j)et (j)
L (j)

Et
Lt

2

E (k)et

(k)
L (k)

3

Et
Lt

5

Et
;
Lt

using the implications of the Euler theorem above.
Since aggregate experience-labor complementarity implies GEL > 0, cohorts are complet (j)
are respectively lower and higher
ments when the cohort speci…c experience-labor ratios E (j)e
L (j)
Et
than the aggregate experience-labor ratio Lt . This is because cohorts complement each other
through their e¤ect on the aggregate experience-labor ratio. When both cohorts supply cohort
speci…c experience-labor ratios either lower or higher than the aggregate ratio they are substid2 Yt
tutes dNj;t
< 0: Complementarity or substitutability is stronger the more distant the cohort
dNk;t
speci…c experience-labor ratios from the aggregate ratio. For a cohort where the experiencet (j)
t
=E
labor ratio coincides with the aggregate ratio E (j)e
, the marginal product is not a¤ected
Lt
L (j)
by changes in the population of other cohorts (at the margin). For the same reason, the e¤ect
2
t
in reducing the marginal product is rising in the absolute distance of
of own cohort size dd2 NYj;t
the cohort speci…c experience-labor ratio from the aggregate ratio
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<Abstract in Korean>

정 혁․김용진․Iourii Manovskii
본고는 노동시장경험에 대한 보상이 큰 폭의 변동을 보여 온 모습
을 설명하는데 있어 인구구조의 변화(demographic changes)에 따른
노동공급의 역할을 규명하고 있다. 미국 패널자료(PSID, 1968∼
2007)를 이용한 분석 결과, 경험에 대한 보상(return to experience)
의 변화 추이는 노동수요와 무관하게 인구구조의 변화만으로 대부
분 설명될 수 있음을 발견하였다. 또한 Katz and Murphy(1992) 및
Card and Lemieux(2001)가 강조한 바 있는 교육수준별 연령 프리
미엄(age premium)의 상이한 변화 추이 및 연령대별 대학 프리미엄
(college premium)의 상이한 변화 추이도 인구구조의 변화에 의해
설명될 수 있다. 즉, 인구구조의 변화는 거시․노동경제학의 주요
연구대상인 노동시장에서 나타나는 몇 가지 경험적 특징(empirical
regularities)을 규명하는데 있어 중요한 역할을 하고 있다.
연구내용은 집필자의 개인의견이며 한국은행의 공식견해와는 무관합니다.
따라서 본 논문의 내용을 보도하거나 인용할 경우에는 집필자명을 반드시
명시하여 주시기 바랍니다.
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